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Abstract 

We suppose an elliptic curve as ,32 pxxy +=  where p is an odd 

prime. In this paper, we investigate the range of this form when p is an 
odd prime such that ( ).16mod15,13≡p  

1. Introduction 

In elliptic curve, we often find the case that the value of rank is less than 
2. Namely, the rank is 0 or 1 or 0, 1. In [2], Hatley showed that the rank of an 

elliptic curve ( ) ( ),22 pxxxy −−=  where p and 2−p  are twin primes 

and p is such that ( )8mod5≡p  is 0 or 1. In [5, Chap. III, Exercise 3.8], we 

can find the result that the rank of pxxy += 32  is 0 or 1 if p is an odd 

prime such that ( ).16mod3≡p  And in [3], the authors proved that the rank 

of pxxy −= 32  is 1 if 12 += ep  and ,24 += te  .0≥t  Furthermore, in 

CN-elliptic curve ,232 xdxy −=  the rank is 0 if 1=d  (by Fermat) and 1 if 

5=d  ([4]). 
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And it is conjectured that if p satisfies ( ),16mod15,13≡p  then the 

rank of pxxy += 32  is 1 but not always ([5]). Namely, the value of rank is 

0 or 1. In this paper, we treat this by the method which is used in [1, 5]. 
Before computing the rank, we need to treat basic notations about elliptic 
curve. 

Suppose that pxxyEp += 32:  is an elliptic curve and let Γ  be the set 

of rational points on .pE  And Γ  is finitely generated abelian group by 

Mordell’s theorem and it is isomorphic to ( ) .r
tors ZQE ⊕  Here, ( )QEtors  is 

a torsion subgroup and r is called the Mordell-Weil rank. And let α be a 

homomorphism from Γ  to ,2×× QQ  where ( ) ( ),mod1 2×=α P  ( ) =α P  

( ),mod 2×Qb  ( ) ( )2mod ×=α QxP  if OP =  (O is an infinity point), =P  

( ),0,0  ( ) ( ),0, ≠= xyxP  respectively. In addition, ,×Q  2×Q  are the set of 

nonzero rational numbers, the set of squares of elements of ,×Q  respectively 
2( ×Q  is a multiplicative group). 

And suppose that Γ  is the set of rational points on the curve =2: yEp  

( )baaxxx 42 22 −+−  and α  is a homomorphism from Γ  to ,2×× QQ  

where ( ) ( ),mod1 2×=α QP  ( ) ( ),mod4 22 ×−=α QbaP  ( ) ( )2mod ×=α QxP  

if OP =  (infinity point), ( ),0,0=P  ( ) ( ),0, ≠= xyxP  respectively. And 

,2×Q  ×Q  are the same in case of .Γ  

And also, let 4
2

224
1

2 ebeaMMbN ++=  and 224
1

2 2 eaMMbN −=  
4

2eb+  be relating equations for Γ  and ,Γ  respectively. Furthermore, for ,Γ  

21bbb =  and ,1b  2b  are divisors of b. And 1b  is not congruent to 1, 

( ).mod 2×Qb  For ,Γ  babb 42
21 −=  and ,1b  2b  are the same in case of  

.Γ  And put ( )NeM ,,  is a solution of these two relating equations and 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .1,,,,, 21 ===== MbebeNeMNM  In addition, the formula 
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( ) ( )
42 ΓαΓα

=r  holds, where r is the rank of an elliptic curve. For more 

things about this, refer to [1, 5]. 

2. Investigating the Rank in Elliptic Curve 

Now we compute the rank of an elliptic curve ,32 pxxy +=  where p is 

an odd prime such that ( ).16mod15,13≡p  

Theorem 2.1. Assume that pE  is an elliptic curve ,32 pxxy +=  where 

p is an odd prime of the form ( ).16mod15,13≡p  Then the rank of this 

curve is 0 or 1. 

Proof. Let pE  be an elliptic curve pxxy += 32  and p is an odd prime 

number. 

First, we treat the case ( ).16mod13≡p  

Set ,316 += kp  then the relating equation for Γ  is += 42 MN  

( ) .1316 4ek +  If this equation has a solution, then the values ( )Pα  are 

( ) ,1=α P  ( ),mod316 2×+ Q  but these were already defined as ( ) =α P  

( )2mod,1 ×Qb  if P is O (infinity point) and ( ),0,0  respectively, thus we do 

not have to consider the solvability of the equation and so ( )Γα#  is 2. 

And from ,pE  pE  is the curve ( ) xkxy 316432 +−=  and relating 

equations for Γ  are the following: 

  (i) ( ) ,13164 442 ekMN +−=  (ii) ( ) ,13164 442 ekMN ++−=  

(iii) ( ) ,131622 442 ekMN +−=  (iv) ( ) ,131622 442 ekMN ++−=  

 (v) ( ) ,3164 442 ekMN +−=  (vi) ( ) .13164 442 ekMN ++−=  
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The values ( )Pα  in (i) are ( ) ,1=α P  ( ) ( )2mod1316 ×+− Qk  and these 

were already defined by α in the previous section when P is an infinity point 
and ( ),0,0  thus we do not have to treat the solvability. 

Equation (v) cannot have a solution because of the induced result ≡1  

( ).4mod33 42 ≡≡ eN  

Now we investigate each equation’s solvability. 

If we reduce (ii) by 4, then ( )4mod331 42 ≡≡≡ MN  is induced, thus 

we arrive at a contradiction. 

Reduce (iii) by p induces ( ),mod2 42 pMN ≡  whereas the value of 

Legendre symbol ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
p

M 42  is –1 and so it is impossible to have a solution. 

After reducing equation (iv) by p, then we get the result as ≡2N  

( ),mod2 4 pM−  whereas the Legendre symbol is 

( ) ( )
( )

,1112
8

11316
2

113164 2

−=−×−=⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ − −+−+ kk

p
M  

hence there happens a contradiction. 

The congruence relation ( )pMN mod4 42 −≡  is induced after reducing 

(vi) by p. And we know that .14 4
=⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ −
p
M  And if we reduce equation (vi) 

by 32, then we get 

( ) ( ) 1713162813162825,17,9,1 4442 ⋅++≡++≡≡ kMekMN  

( ).32mod291628 2 ++≡ kM  

Let k and M be odds ( ).12put += ak  Then the induced thing is +428M  

( ) ( ),32mod973291628291216 ≡=++≡++a  hence there can exist a 
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solution. Reductions by 4, 8, 16 makes the same result and it is easy to treat, 
thus we omit to compute here. 

In conclusion, the number of ( )Γα  is 2 or 4, and thus by cumbersome 

computation, the rank is 0 or 1. 

Second, we compute the case ( ).16mod15≡p  

Suppose that pE  is an elliptic curve ( ) .151632 xkxy ++=  Put =p  

,1516 +k  then the relating equation for Γ  is ( ) 442 1516 ekMN ++=  and 

( )Pα  of this equation are ( ) ,1=α P  ( )2mod1516 ×+ Qk  and these were 

defined by α from OP =  (infinity point), ( ),0,0=P  respectively, and         

so we do not have to consider the solvability of these equations, thus 
( ) .2# =Γα  

And we get pE  is the curve ( )1516432 +−= kxy  from .pE  

Then the relating equations for Γ  are as follows: 

  (i) ( ) ,15164 442 ekMN +−=  (ii) ( ) ,15164 442 ekMN ++−=  

(iii) ( ) ,151622 442 ekMN +−=  (iv) ( ) ,151622 442 ekMN ++−=  

 (v) ( ) ,15164 442 ekMN +−=  (vi) ( ) .15164 442 ekMN ++−=  

The values ( )Pα  in (i), (v) are ( ) ,1=α P  ( ) ( )2mod1516 ×+− Qk  but 

these were defined by α  from P is infinity point and ( ),0,0  respectively, 

thus we can omit to treat the solvability of these equations. 

We check other equations’ solvability. 

Here, we change the order in treating the equations. We investigate the 
equation (iii) later. 

Reducing (ii) by 4 leaves ( ),4mod331 42 ≡≡≡ MN  thus there cannot 

exist a solution in equation (ii). 
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If we reduce equation (iv) by p, then the induced congruence relation is 

( ),mod2 42 pMN −≡  but the value of Legendre symbol is 

( ) ( )
( )

,1112
8

11516
2

115164 2

−=−×−=⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ − −+−+ kk

p
M  

whence we get a contradiction. 

There induced a congruence relation ( )pMN mod4 42 −≡  from equation 

(vi), but at the same time, the value of ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ −
p
M 44  is –1, thus (vi) cannot have 

a solution. 

After reducing equation (iii) by p, the congruence relation is ≡2N  

( )pM mod2 4  and the value of ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
p

M 42  is 1. And reducing both sides of the 

equation by 32 induces ( ),32mod4222216,4,0 442 =+≡+≡≡ eMN  

thus equation (iii) can have a solution. And cases of reduction by 4, 8, 16 
induce the same result and here we omit to compute. 

Consequently, ( ) 4,2# =Γα  and by using the formula =r2  

( ) ( ) ,4
ΓαΓα  we get 4

42,4
222 ⋅⋅=r  and this completes the proof of 

Theorem 2.1.  

Remark 2.2. As we proved in the above, the rank of an elliptic curve 

pxxy += 32  ( p is an odd prime) with ( )16mod15,13≡p  is 0 or 1. 

According to the solvability of relating equations (vi) +−= 42 4MN  

( ) 41316 ek +  ( )( ),16mod13ofcase ≡p  (iii) ( ) 442 151622 ekMN +−=  

( )( ),16mod15ofcase ≡p  the value rank is determined 0 or 1. We can find 

easily the examples which induce solutions in the above relating equations. 
But it is not simple that these equations always have solutions. Thus without 
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showing the solvability of these equations, we only can say that the rank in 
case of ( ),16mod13≡p  ( )16mod15≡p  is 0 or 1. Instantly, the rank 0 

means the above two relating equations have no solution. And this is the 
point why the author uses the word range. 

Remark 2.3. In the above, we compute the reduction by 32 in equations 
(vi) ( )( ),16mod13ofcase ≡p  (iii) ( )( ),16mod15ofcase ≡p  respectively. 

Even though, we cannot check the solvability of equation by reduction for all 
natural numbers n, computation by 32 is meaningful because in several cases, 
even if there is no matter in reduction by 4, 8, 16, there happens a 
contradiction after reducing by 32. 

As we saw in the proof, ( )32mod25,17,9,12 =N  (N is an odd). It is 

natural that 1, 9, 25 are residues. But in the case of 17, we can face a question 
why this emerges. We need to consider about this. 

Assume that 12 += kN  (k is an integer). Then .144 22 ++= kkN  

(A) Let k be an odd 12( +′= kk  with k′  is an integer). Then 

( ) ( ) 1124124 22 ++′++′= kkN  

( ) ( ).32mod9898144 +′≡+′++′′⋅= kkkk  

(1) k′  is an odd 12( +=′ ak  with a is an integer): ( )12898 +=+′ ak  
.17169 +=+ a  

If a is an even, then ( )32mod171716 ≡+a  and if a is an odd, then 

( ).32mod1331716 ≡≡+a  

(2) k′  is an even ak 2( =′  with a is an integer): 92898 +⋅=+′ ak  

.916 += a  

If a is an even, then ( )32mod9916 ≡+a  and if a is an odd, then 

( ).32mod25916 ≡+a  

Accordingly, ( ).32mod25,17,9,12 ≡N  
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(B) Let k be an even kk ′= 2(  with k′  is an integer). Then =2N  

.181612444 22 +′+′=+′⋅+′⋅ kkkk  

(1) k′  is an odd 12( +=′ ak  with a is an integer): 

( ) ( ) ( ).32mod25161128144161816 22 +≡+++++=+′+′ aaaakk  

If a is an even, then ( )32mod252516 ≡+a  and if a is an odd, then 

( ).32mod92516 ≡+a  

(2) k′  is an even ak 2( =′  with a is an integer): 

( ).32mod1161284161816 22 +≡+⋅+⋅=+′+′ aaakk  

If a is an even, then ( )32mod1116 ≡+a  and if a is an odd, then 

( ).32mod17116 ≡+a  

Consequently, ( ).32mod25,17,9,12 ≡N  

In conclusion, if N is an odd, then reducing it by 32 induces ≡2N  
( ).32mod25,17,9,1  And this is the reason why in the process of proving 

Theorem 2.1, there emerges 17 as the residue in modulo 32. 

3. Examples 

Now we consider examples of the previous section’s theorem. 

In the following examples, we omit to mention about relating equation 
442 peMN +=  for Γ  and 442 4 peMN −=  for Γ  because it is repeated. 

Example 3.1. We may suppose that pE  is an elliptic curve =2y  

.293 xx +  Then it is clear that ( ) .2# =Γα  And from ,pE  pE  is the curve 

,11632 xxy −=  thus the relating equations for Γ  are the following: 

  (i) ,116 442 eMN −=  (ii) ,116 442 eMN +−=  
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(iii) ,582 442 eMN −=  (iv) ,582 442 eMN +−=  

 (v) ,294 442 eMN −=  (vi) .294 442 eMN +−=  

We know that the value of ( )Γα  in (i) is same to (v), hence it need not to 

check equation (v). 

By reducing (ii) ( ),4mod  we arrive at a congruence relation ≡≡ 21 N  

( ),4mod33 4 ≡M  therefore (ii) has no solution. 

Using the number 29 in reducing equation (iii), the congruence relation 

( )29mod2 42 MN ≡  is induced, whereas the Legendre symbol of ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ −
29
2 4M  

is –1 and so we get a contradiction. 

If we reduce (iv) by 29, then the result is ( )29mod2 42 MN −≡  but at 

the same time, we know that .129
2 4

−=⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ − M  Therefore, (vi) has no solution 

and equation (vi) has a solution ( ).1,1,1  

Consequently, ( ) 4# =Γα  and thus the rank is 1. 

Example 3.2. Suppose that pE  is an elliptic curve .3132 xxy +=  Then 

it is easy to get that ( ) .2# =Γα  And pE  is the curve .12432 xxy −=  

Hence, the relating equations for Γ  are the following: 

  (i) ,124 442 eMN −=  (ii) ,124 442 eMN +−=  

(iii) ,622 442 eMN +=  (iv) ,622 442 eMN +−=  

 (v) ,314 442 eMN −=  (vi) .314 442 eMN +−=  

The value of ( )Γα  in (v) is same to (i), thus it does not have to be 

treated. 
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After reducing equation (ii) by 4, then the result is ≡≡≡ 42 31 MN  
( ),4mod3  hence a contradiction happens. 

Equation (iii) has a solution ( ).10,1,3  

Reducing (iv) by 31 leaves the result ( ),31mod2 42 MN −≡  whereas 

,131
2

31
1

31
2 4

−=⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛ −=⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ − M  thus we arrive at a contradiction. 

The congruence relation ( )31mod4 42 MN −≡  is induced from reducing 

(vi) by 31. But the Legendre symbol is 131
1

31
4 4

−=⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛ −=⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ − M  and so (vi) 

cannot have a solution. 

Whence, ( ) 4# =Γα  and so the rank is 1. 
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